
CHAPTER 3
Expressing Afro-Brazilian and Indigenous Identity

Throughout Chapter 3, the author describes several styles and genres of Brazilian music. As students read
this chapter, have them to create a reference guide for these styles. Handout 3.1 in the Supplementary
Materials section may be used for this assignment. The sample guide below contains examples of
information students may glean from the text and enter into the Style/Genre Reference Guide.

Handout 3.1
Chapter 3 Style/Genre Reference Guide

Origins Purpose/Function Description/Characteristics
Capoeira
Angola

Salvador.
Martial arts and
musical form
derived from
African sources

Socially engaged
projects intended to
improve the lives if
Brazilians of African
heritage. Recounts
historical events in
history of slavery in
Brazil and connects
to contemporary
society

Performed by a pair of dancers in the center of a
ring, who trade whirling kicks, evade them with
graceful cartwheels and headstands, including
moves reminiscent of break-dancing. Solo songs
and choral responses Accompanied by  orquestra
consisting of berimbau (musical bow), scraper,
and drum; Angola rhythm is a common
characteristic of accompaniment.

Capoeira
Regional

Developed by
Mestre Bimba
who found a
capoeira
academy in 1927

Establish more
formal approach to
the sport and attract
middle and upper
class Brazilians to
the sport

Musically similar, but approach to teaching the
sport in more formal with graded levels of
accomplishment. More emphasis on martial arts
self-defense and less improvisatory than capoeira
Angola.

Capoeira
Atual

Associated with
Mestre Nô in
Salvador

Synthesis of capoeira
Angola and capoeira
regional.

Musically similar to other styles. Some believe
there are only two styles of capoeira and
practices such as capoeira atual are simply
variations on the others.

Music
of the
Kayapó-
Kikrin

Between
Tocantins and
Xingu rivers in
Amazon region

Example is
ceremonial music

Map Skills

AA

Using a map of the Amazon regions (Figure 3.4), locate the following cities and regions referred to in
Chapter 3:

Salvador, Pará, Tocantins River, Amazon River, Xingu River

Capoeira: Music and Movement

AA (1-2)  S/CU (3-4)

Capoeira can be described as a game or martial art with music, as a form of dance with vocal and
instrumental accompaniment, as a drama, and as a philosophy and worldview that emphasizes liberation
and embodies reciprocity. Capoeira is sometimes referred to as a “blurred genre” because it straddles the
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boundaries of dance, music, and sport.  After reading pages 55-59 in the text, engage in the following
discussions and activities.

1. Describe a typical capoeira performance. Include descriptions of movements, typical 
       clothing, and typical performance venues.
2. What are the sections of the three part musical form of a capoeira play?
3. Provide a brief synopsis of the three-part sequence as evidenced in CD Track 2-4. Include a

discussion of how the lyrics connect historical events relating to slavery, slave revolts, and
contemporary civil rights issues in Brazil.

4. What other martial arts have grown from African roots?  How do traditions surrounding
capoeira compare to similar traditions in which music and martial arts training intersect?
(Teachers may wish to note other examples beyond African and Brazilian traditions in which
music and dance were used to teacher/reinforce martial skills such as the Maori stick dances,
Scottish highland games, and Zulu men’s dances.)

5. While listening to CD Track 2 (“Ladainha: Rei Zumbi dos Palmares”):
a. Identify the timing of the verses using the digital counting feature of your playback 
       device.
b. Note how each instrument (berimbaus, pandeiros, atabaque, reco-reco, and agogô) 
        establish the Angola pattern shown in Handout/Overhead 3.2 (Below, in the 
        Supplementary Materials Section of this manual, and as Figure 3.2 on page 58)

Handout 3.2
Angola Togue

The Orquestra and the Berimbau (Pages 59-62)

The instrumental music of capoeira is performed by an orquestra, the players of which are expected to
know the song repertoire and instrumental techniques as well as the movement repertoire

AA
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1. Which instruments are typically present in the orquestra?
2. Describe the playing technique of the berimbau. (Teachers may wish to explore

www.brazilianinstruments.com which provides illustration of the berimbau and sound
samples of the instrument and offers various sizes and quality of  instruments for sale.)

3. How many berimbaus are typical in the orquestra? What are their names and functions?
        Students may wish to make a chart comparing these instruments.

Handout/Overhead 33
  Berimbau Comparisons

Instrument Pitch range Function
Berimbau gunga Low Plays the principal rhythm pattern

called the toque
Berimbau médio Middle Plays a rhythm that complements

that of the berimbau gunga
Berimbau viola High Plays variations and decorations

of the basic rhythm

4. What role is played by the toque? List the principal toques employed in capoeira.
5. Describe how the three tones of the toque are produced on the berimbau.
6. While listening to CD Track 5 (Angola Toque), focus on the sound of the berimbau.

a. Describe the various tone qualities you hear.
b. Can you identify the rhythms shown in Handout/Overhead 3.3 (above and in the

Supplementary Materials Section of this manual and as Figure 3.2 on page 58)

Capoeira Regional and Atual (pages 62-63)

AA

1. In what year and by whom was the first academy for capoeira regional founded?
2. When did President Vargas refer to capoeira as the “only truly national sport” of Brazil?

When was capoeira recognized as a national sport by the Brazilian Boxing Federation?
3. Who was the first capoeira master to begin giving lessons in the United States?

Music of Brazil’s Indigenous Peoples (Pages 63-70)

AA (1, 3-4, 6)  S/CU (2, 5)

This section describes the ritual use of music by the Kayapó-Kikrin. As in other indigenous groups, music
and dance function together to ensure the reproduction of the society, and to bridge the gap between human
and natural worlds.

1. Using a detailed map of Brazil, locate Pará, Tocantins River, Amazon River, Xingu River.
2. Advanced students may wish to examine such issues as economy, environment, commercial

exploitation, and loss of traditional cultures, languages, and music as each relates to the
Amazon region of Brazil.

3. Briefly outline the history of migration and settlement of the Kayapó-Kikrin.
4. Why had the Kayapó-Kikrin not practiced some of there ceremonies in the decades preceding

the 1980s?
5. In what ways does the environmental activity of the Kayapó-Kikrin compare to that of other

indigenous peoples of the world. For example, consider the Australian Aboriginals and the
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mining of uranium and other minerals in Kakadu, the Hopi of the Southwestern United States
and coal mining and power plants, etc.

6. Give examples of popular musicians and music groups that have been influenced by the
music of various Amazonian Indigenous groups.

7. What styles of popular music from large cities in the Amazon region have gained national
and international attention?

“Okkaikrikti” (CD Track 6)

AA (1-5. NOTE: Teachers may wish to carefully select specific information is provided/discussed with
younger students) S/CU (6)

1. Briefly describe the events surrounding the nhiok ceremony from which “Okkaikrikti” is 
        excerpted.
2. What animal serves as the model for many of the characteristic movements of the girls’dance

performed as part of the nhiok? What is the significance of this animal to the Kayapó-
Kikrin?

3. What animal is associated with the men’s dance performed following the girls’ dance? Into
        which animals are the men transformed by late afternoon/sunset?
4. While listening to CD Track 6, note the imitation of the eagle call (Opening of track and at 
        approximately 1:16).  Why is it significant?
5. While listening to Track 6, answer the following questions:

a. How would you describe the style of singing? Melodic? Chanting? Other?
b. How would you describe the vocal timbre?
c. How many different pitches occur in the selection?
d. Can you identify melodic repetition?
e. Is the tempo steady or changing ?    

6. Advanced students may wish to compare “Okkaikrikti” with a recording of a similar
        selection drawn from the Native Peoples of North America. For example, several songs from 
        the Apache Changing Woman Ceremony (Women’s puberty rites) are given in When the
        Earth Was Like New (Burton, Wilson, and Wilson: World Music Press) and may be used 
        In this activity.  

Handout/Overhead 3.4
Comparison of “Okkaikrikti” with North American Native American Song

“Okkaikrikti” Native American Selection
Style of singing

Vocal timbre

Number of different pitches

Melodic repetition

Tempo

Accompaniment


